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By New Juche

Nine-Banded Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. From the book: The reader may be disgusted by my behaviour and its
rubric, and feel that I am defiling the mountain like a piece of grit in your eye. But I belong now in
this place, I m attached to it. The mountain dictates my behaviour as the soil does a worm s. Can
you understand that? What I m doing here is valid and harmonious. Dennis Cooper has described
New Juche as one of the most inspiring, original and groundbreaking artists working today, and
Mountainhead is arguably the elusive writer/photographer s most accomplished work to date.
Within the structure of a sexually charged exotic travelogue, we discover prose that is at once
repulsive, lyrical, and deeply sensual; that is anchored by a raconteur s instinct for gritty
storytelling, yet punctuated by liminal flights of feverish imagination. Mountainhead deftly
interlaces personal confession with an unsettling disquisition on pornography, photography,
prostitution, the body, identity, and place. In its cascading momentum, readers are confronted by a
vertiginous exposition of interpersonally fraught revelation and deception that remains implacably
wedded to the thematic emblem of nature...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very entertaining to read through. It normally is not going to expense too
much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- O tilia  Schinner-- O tilia  Schinner

Thorough guide! Its this sort of very good study. Yes, it really is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You may like the way the blogger
create this ebook.
-- Da m eon Hetting er-- Da m eon Hetting er
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